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Technology and sports are the two faces of single coin. Now a days technology having 
vast scope in promoting sports. Sports is considered as business, this will run and grow 
through modern technologies. In these days many of the sports are being played by 
utilizing technologies, many innovative technologies have come up in market to play the 
games and to promote them. As we usually play games per example “Hawk-Eye’ 
Technology  is used in international cricket and Tennis games, ‘Hawk –Eye’ is a camera 
system traces the ball’s trajectory. It is used while  in sports competition. It works like 
bird’s eye view, it is 6 to 7 high end cameras located above the field of play. It has been 
using from 2006 in the games like rugby, Volleyball, cricket and Tennis. This technology 
helps to get more accurate than a judges eye. 

 Start from the sprint, Athletics and in games technology used thoroughly to get 
clear decision and go give proper judgment technology being used in the games. 
Especially to increase the performance  of the player Assisted tools technologies are used 
in adopted sports. Where as in general competition even sprint shoes is used in sprinting 
events, even knee cap in Kabaddi, in cricked  abdomen an guard, knee guard and head 
guard is used to save the players life. This is also a kind of technology. Even in stadium. 
Synthetic  track for 100mtrs and for long distance running’s, innovative and well fixed 
cameras in lighting arrangements in stadium it focuses on transparent judgment and also 
focuses on spectators  movements in the stadium, well equipped stop watch also place 
vital role to maintain  the proper timings in the competitions. Any indigenous  andnon 
indigenous  games can be improved through utilizing modernized latest technologies. 
Here most important thing is digital media and social media comes under technologies 
topromote the sports and to create interest in the people.  

Introduction : 

 Technologies are most necessary in sports and games. Technology and sports 
should go hand in hand, in this competitive world. Sports consists huge funding. Having 
large number of fans and celebrities. Sports is becoming culture  inevery nook and 
corner. Due to sports lot of betting will take place. Including Government agencies many 
corporate companies involving in sports and holding shares. Day by day sports is 
growing along with many technologies. Technology nothing but new innovations in 
sports, innovative based sports have lot of enjoyment, fun, advertisement, telecasting 
facilities, celebrities will be there as ambassador  to drag the people attention towards 
sports by the by lot of transaction and huge funding will take place in sports. That’s why 
sports has become a big business  in the world. In this regard science based Hardware and 
software technologies having important role in spreading sports awareness across the 
people.  

Abstract 
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Different types of technologies in sports and its definitionand  uses : 

1. ‘Hawk – Eye Technology’ :- It works like a bird’s eye view it has sounds, and 6 to 
7high end cameras. It helps to analyze the flight and trajectory of an object being used in 
competitions. It consists more accurate than judge eye. 

Uses :- 

1. Through using this  can have the error free decision in cricket, football, baseball 
and Rugby league. 

2. It works in the place of refereeand avoid the wrong decision of the match referee  
and also avoid  the criticism of the players and  the spectators on referee. 

3. It helps to find out the ball movement through this can easily analyze and umpire 
can take error free decision. 

2.HANS device technology :- 

     It is an advancement neck and head safety devices used in motor sports. It helps to 
save the drivers life due to any tragic crash. 

Uses :- 

1. It is placed over the pectoral muscles of the chest connected to the helmet and 
supported by the shoulders it keeps the head safety in case of whipping the head 
forward and backward in a crash. 

2. It controls the excessive twisting movements while rash driving. 

3.Video Technology :- 

 Sports every ting is in live not only on Television but even on smart phones, 
tablets, and over head screen public main bus stand and railway station.  

Uses :- 

1. It gives instantreplay   and features from the 1st and ten line pitch trackers consist 
of HD TV sets and DVR’S. This gives better experience to large number of sports 
viewers.  

4.Wearable Computers :- 

 It is an advancement technology through wearing this, it gives real time tracking 
of an athlete health. 

Uses :-  

1. It controls the dehydration and heart attack of an athlete. 
2. It supervises the pulse rate, hydration and temperature through wireless and 

microscopic health monitoring system. 

5.Prosthetic Devices for disabled Athlete :- 
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 It is an advancement embedded with motion sensor it places on Athletes body 
suits. 

Uses :-  

1. This camera wearable techworks on their movement after their motion study. And 
it moves with their body. 

6. Ingestible thermometer pills:- 

    It is an important technology for players to supervise visceral organs. 

Uses: 
1. It helps to supervise the temperature and heart  rate of the body of an athlete 
2. When Athlete swallow this pill. It moves around the gastro intestinal tract and 

transmit the crucial information of the body to the medical personnel. 
3. It helps to control the death from the body exhaustion of athlete fatalities. 
4. Also it controls the body problem of an athlete before and after the incidents.  

Types Technologies works on health:- 

     There are many technologies a mean gadgets are going to be help to health:- such 
things we can find the following:- 

1) Health kart plus:- 
       It is an AAP. Gives the information about the medicine and recommend the 
generic medical store which prescribed by the doctor and fitness coach. 

2) Fitness tracker:- 
      It is like a band would be worn over the hand, made by the ATTG Company. 
It will track and collect the information on Body activities as well on sleep, 
through this information specialist can analyze our health also can lead the 
suggestion.  

3) Heart rate measuring watch:- 
     If you wear this watch it will track and collect the information while on 
running, heart rate everything also it connects with the mobile AAP. 

4) Healthy life me calorie counter:- 
 It is an AAP consisting information on food, suppose what we eat, send that 
photo to the app or send through voice, then this AAP will count the calories and 
also it consist body fitness tracker too. Through this AAP information, doctor or 
specialists can give suggestion or advice regarding our life style improvement. 

5) 7 minute workout:- 
      Due to busy schedule, through this 7 minute app can make exercises. It 
consists 12 exercises. 

6) First Aid American Red cross:- 
     Through this AAP can get the information about first aid thoroughlyduring the 
accident occur then how to do first aid every information will be provided through 
video by this app.  

7) Hosair  air health pro:- 
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      There will be much dusted air in the indoor stadium than the outdoor. 
Especially  this kind of air is much in the cities. When you wear this air purifier, 
then  Hosair air  health pro can purify the air in 6 steps. 

8) Modern smart phones:- 
      Modern smart phones like Samsung S5, Samsung note4, Note edge, Ala, S6, 
S6edge ,They consists the heart rate monitor system, through S-health AAP. It 
collects the information on physical activities. A mean body activities even can 
measure blood pressure too. 

9) Smart watches:- 
      Smart watches like moto360, Samsung gear, and Apple I watches have 
consisting heart rate monitor system. The sensor will calculate the heart rate 
procedure and showed on the mobile screen. Even it calculatetheexercises, 
walking and running counts and how much of you have performed in a day. And 
weekly basis and monthly basis every countinterms of number of hours performed 
the activities all the details will be given there.  

How Technology works in sports:- 

      As we all know science and technologies are placed a vital role in sports:- As of now 
I will give few important connection between sports and Technology:- 

1) Spider cam:-  It used to enable to people come closer to T.V 
2) Hot spot:- Used two infrared cameras on the opposite side of the game. 
3) Speedometer:- Built the sensor within the ball to measure the speed when the ball 

is left. 
4) I.C.T :-  It is video camera important to use in primary and secondary schools. 

Conclusion: 
 Technology and Sports should go hand in hand especially to promote the sports 
and to spread the sports awareness across the people. Technology is being worked as 
boon for sports upliftment and reformation. Hence software technologies are much 
required in all walks of sports life.  
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